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Baobab and K<DA Talk
From Dr. Heffernan, Vice President for Student Affairs
On Thursday, February 4, four members of the Baobab Society met with four members of the Kappa Phi Delta fra-
ternity to discuss the Baobab Society letter to the Knothole. For an hour and a half questions were raised, views were
shared and a number of misunderstandings were brought to light.
In my many years of working with students, I have never seen a better exchange of views -- no punches pulled, no
defensive posturing - nor a more positive outcome. As you know, issues related to racial and ethnic differences can be
sensitive and complex. The eight students who met Thursday night dealt with such issues in a forthright way, and
worked out a resolution they both could stand behind.
They are now writing up a joint statement to the campus which you'll see in next week,s Knothole. I wanted to re-
port on the good progress they made, and to congratulate all of those present on a "most excellent" meeting.


























The Knolliole is the student
publication of the State University of
New York College of Environmental
Science and Forestry. It is published
every Wednesday during the school
year. The deadline for submitting
pieces for publication is
Thursday, 4:00 pm, of the week
before they are to appear. (On
disk, The deadline is Friday, 12
noon.) Letters to the Editor will not
be printed unless they are signed.
Articles must also contain the writer's
name (names will be withheld upon
request). The opinions expressed are
those of the writer only and do not
necessarily reflect the opinions of the
paper
's staff or anyone else affiliated
with the College. We strongly
encourage any countervicws, articles,
notices, suggestions, and new staff
members. The Knothole staff meets in
Room 22 in the basement of Bray,
Wednesdays at 5:00 pm. Phone:
470-6892.
Perspectives. It seems that most arguments and confrontations could be avoided
if one party would try to see things from another party's view point. I am painfully
reminded of this fact every weekend when I referee youth hockey. Parents, coaches,
and even kids will argue incesently about calls which I will vehemently defend. It's
a poor situation, you saw one thing I saw another even though we looked at the same
thing. Attitudes come in to play. They say I,m incompetent, I say I don't have to
listen to this. If they persist, I can penalize; end of story. So, what does it all
amount to? The argument, the tempers, the punishment add up to a delay of the
game, that's all.
If forgotten, perspectives can cause huge controversy. As most of you know, such
a controversy was kindled between members of the Baobab Society and the brothers
of Kappa Phi Delta in last week's Knothole. The photograph in question is a perfect
example of perspective. Kappa Phi Delta views the photo as a representation of
themselves to the ESF community. The Baobab Society sees the photo as being pre-
sented with disregard for campus policy. Already I have heard mixed views from
the ESF community, some from one perspective and some from the other. It was
immediately evident to me that this problem could escalate until attitudes and cheap
shots pushed resolve too far to acheive. However, that did not happen. The parties
sat down and discussed the situation, each side hearing (maybe for the first time) the
perspective of the other. Now, the Baobab Society and Kappa Phi Delta can move
on to resolve and not delay the game.
Congratulations to both organizations, you have set an example for the rest of the
ESF community. I hope it is followed in the future.
Attention All Knothole Users
Due to a recent increase in the quantity of Knothole submissions and
current limitations on the paper's size, we will be unable to run full
page ads as requested in the past. If you feel that a full page ad is nec-
essary or warranted, please contact Kristina Graham, Laura Harris, or
Scott Klopfer. All decisions on ad size will be made by the editors. We
encourage all organizations to utilize the calander of events section of
the Knothole instead of large ads. We hope this does not create any
problems. Thank you for your cooperation and please keep advertising
in the Knothole.
CoiicciloB N
Last week the Knothole incor-
rectly reported that Gamma Delta
Theta was participating in Dance
Marathon '93 with Kappa Phi Del-
ta. They are, in fact, participating
with Kappa Delta Rho. We apolo-
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In Response to Baobab Society Letter
I am appalled at the recent article by the Baobab Society
regarding the yearbook picture of Kappa Phi Delta. I am
not a member of either organization but I feel nobody
should "take pleasure" in trying to hurt the reputation of an-
other organization. Numerous accusations were made about
Kappa Phi Delta being racist or prejudice. Before some or-
ganization demeans another, I think they should have re-
searched their target.
Kappa Phi has been a active group on ESF since 1953.
When looking back at their Alumni one would realize that
they are not racist. They have brothers that are African
American, Asian and Vietnamese. In addition, Kappa Phi
has an annual Christmas Party for inner-city youth. Many
of these youth are of various races. Furthermore, in the
spring they take these youths to the zoo.
The porch picture referred to in the article, is a tradition
for the brothers of Kappa Phi Delta. When glancing
through the yearbook, all of the organizational pictures in
the Empire Forester are the traditional poses of people sit-
ting in rows. Kappa Phi decided to be different and show
their creativity. We should encourage creativity on this
campus! One may notice the yearbook contains a sign say-
ing "Stumpies Forever"! No one made that a big issue.
I spent two hours calling almost every Library in the Sy-
racuse Area, along with looking in the Encyclopedia Britan-
nica and The American Heritage Dictionary but I could not
find any reference to Sambo. The term is no longer a part
of our society. Many people 1 spoke to did not even know
what Sambo was. Thus, you are the ones calling "unwanted
attention" to it. If any organization on the ESF campus is
racial, it is The Baobob Society. Your organization will not
accept Caucasian people.
This issue is truly obsolete today. 1The racial message of
Sambo is that forbidden sexuality belongs to little black
boys and their families" (Sambo Sahib by Elizabeth Hay p.
173). Kappa Phi Delta was not giving that message at all.
The guns you interpreted as violent symbolize the fact that
they are the proud winners for several years of the Inter-
Fraternal Shoots Competition. If you are calling the statue
in the picture a "Sambo", are you then implying that all stat-
ues of African American,s are Sambo,s? Taking it to your
extreme, is an African American Santa Claus statue a Sam-
bo?
Overall, we are all at ESF because we have a mutual con-
cern for the environment. Furthermore
, we do not have se-
rious racial problems here at ESF. The "unwanted atten-
tion" that conflicts the College's anti-harassment policy is
being brought by you, not by Kappa Phi Delta.
Kappa Phi Delta Brothers are very active on the ESF
campus. Many of them were Orientation Leaders, they are
friendly to everyone, have a wine and cheese for all of the
faculty and always invite the entire ESF community to their
parties. I think the brothers of Kappa Phi Delta deserve a
retraction to the February 3rd article in the Knothole.
PaKe 3
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Those of you who know the brothers know, just as the
yearbook reads, at Kappa Phi Delta, the "doors are al-
ways open for the ESF Community"!
(Name withheld by request)
LETTER TO THE EDITOR
I was pleasantly surprised to see that the selec-
tion process for the Forestry faculty biometrician
position included a mock class taught by each of
the candidates. Upon inquiry I was told that this is
a regular practice in Forestry. I decided to write
because I think the Forestry Department deserves
recognition for these efforts. So often people just
give lip service to the importance of undergraduate
instruction, and here is a faculty that values it
enough to include it in the selection process.
Thanks to Forestry for its efforts, and to the stu-
dents who volunteered their time to sit in on the
lecture. I hope the rest of the departments on cam-
pus will follow Forestry"s lead.
Win Everham
Dear Knothole editor:
I am glad the Baobob Society took issue with the Kap-
pa fraternity picture in the 1992 ESF yearbook. There on
page 38 lay our fine fraternity, decked out in the latest
day-after-the-party attire with at least 15 assorted shot-
guns, rifles, pistols and oh, maybe an assault weapon or
two. It really raised my hackles to see the Black livery
statue prominently displayed with these Kappa men.
Ahhh, I thought, maybe they are just longing for the days
when white townsfolk got together to go to the burning,
after hunting down Black folk. Nawww, couldn
>t be that.
Maybe they were fondly wishing they could have fought
in the Congo or Rhodesia. Heck, they probably were just
wishing they could still have Black servants to clean up
after their parties. I know, I know, you just like the stat-
ue; it happens to portray a Black man, and you don't
know anything about its link in many people's minds with
servitude and enslavement. Yeah, right.
These subtle and blatant racist reminders to non-white
folks to keep in their place are a crime! You Kappa men
need some sensitizing in my book (as most of us do).
The whiteness of your fraternity is a mirror of our school.
I can just envision an ESF representative trying to recruit
a potential African-American student to the school, "Yes,
here is our latest yearbook, showing the diverse types of
organizations and activities you can participate in,
ummmm, page 38? No, no, that"s just a joke...uh, actual-
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Do you want to make a difference at
ESF
during your stay here?
YOU CAN!
March 1st through the 3rd
from 10 am - 2 pm in Marshall Foyer and in
front of the Cafeteria
The Undergraduate Student Association is
holding elections for the Executive
Officers
, Senior Class Chairperson, and Senior
Representatives
USA would like to see as many people
vote as possible.
As a matter of fact
, we
,d like to set a new record
and YOU can help.
N.
Our GOAL is to reach the HIGHEST student
voting participation
EVER on this campus!
115 6? PAY
SUB- O-RAMA .93




Your phone #: _
Name of sub shop: 
_
Phone of sub shop (optional): 
_
Type of sub (optional):







GSA NEWS by Joseph Cornell
Hello again from the GSA. We have lots of neat stuff
to report this issue. First, the GSA is now taking nomina-
tions for the GSA Outstanding Graduate Student Awards
to be presented March 19th at the Spring Awards Banquet.
The GSA awards three prizes of $200 each for best teach-
ing assisstant (TA), best graduate research assisstant
(RA), and an award for public service (PS). Nomination
forms can be picked up in Moon library and will be ac-
cepted until February 24th. That gives you about two
weeks to get a nomination form, fill it in, and to get some-
one to write a letter of recomendation for your nominee.
Any graduate student can nominate another graduate stu-
dent, and you may nominate yourself. Nominations
should be dropped off at my office or sent to "Joe Cornell
301 Illick". Selections for each award will be based upon
information in the nomination form and from the letters of
recomendation. Get your nominations in soon!
The GSA now is also taking nominations for GSA offi-
cers for the 1993-1994 school year. Nomination forms
may be picked up in Moon library at the desk. If you
know someone who would like to be the President
, Vice-
President
, Treasurer, Secretary, or Social Chair of the
GSA, by all means nominate them for election. All nomi-
nees will be contacted by the GSA, therefore please in-
clude the nominee"s phone number on the form you fill
out. We would like to see some serious interest from our
graduate students. Filling these positions is vital for the
continued success of the graduate program at ESF. The
GSA provides much needed social and academic support
for our graduates and doing that requires individuals who
are willing to take on some responsibility and assume po-
sitions of leadership. Nominations will be accepted until
February 24th and again, may be sent to my mailbox in
301 Illick. Yo! Get out theVote!
Next! The GSA will be participating with the USA, the
Forest Engineering Club and the Climate for Women Task
Force in presenting a student forum on the Campus Cli-
mate for Women report and recommendations on Febru-
ary 23rd at 4:30 p.m. in Nifkin lounge. Drs. Whaley and
Heffernan will speak along with other members of the
Task Force. These people will describe the report and dis-
cuss the Task Force,s recommendations
. Everyone on
campus should try to attend. But, for those of you who
cannot attend on the 23rd
, there will also be two brown-
P*pe 5
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bag forums in Nifkin during lunch time on Wedensday
the 24th and Thursday the 25th. Task Force members
and students will be on hand to talk and to listen
.
Again, everyone should attend.
Next! The GSA met for the second time this semes-
ter on February 2nd. We discussed all sorts of neat
stuff. I kid you not. One thing sticks out the most. We
discussed the up-coming GSA Graduate Student Con-
ference on Shifting Paradigms in Science and the Envi-
ronment to be held April 16th and 17th. We will be
sending out a poster this week calling for graduate stu-
dent papers and posters. The GSA has decided that we
would like to involve graduate students more in the ac-
tual presentation of the conference and so will encour-
age participation by offering a cash prize for the best
paper in each of six categories. Anyone interested in
participating in planning or promoting the spring confe-
rece should contact Marie Balle
, GSA Vice President
and Conference Chairperson or contact their GSA repre-
sentative.
What,s that you say?!!! You don't KNOW who your
rep is?!!! Chill. Here is a list of current GSA reps. Rob
Barber (EFB), Walt Aikman (FOR), Katherine Connant
(GPES), Amanda Hill (FCH), Tim Haverland (ERE),
and Dave Croll (WPE/PSE). The GSA needs new rep-
resentatives for the MLA program, and one additional
representative for both the EFB and the Forestry (FOR)
programs. We also need people to sit on various com-
mittees. If you have the urge to rule, come see us and
we will put you in charge. The next three meetings of
the GSA will be held at 12:00 noon on February 16th,
March 2nd, and March 16th in 324 Bray. Bring your
lunch.
Last, but not least, congratulations to those TA's who
voted for the TA union. The referendum passed and
SUNY TA's are now negotiating with their union, the
Communications Workers of America (CWA). For
those of you who don't know what this means, chill. The
union and the students will first cut a deal. Then
, the
student and the union will negotiate with SUNY. The
whole process should take over a year. Until then, it




Carl Wolf Studios is coming back
on February 18 and 19 to take senior portraits.
All seniors who have not gotten their portraits taken
and still want to get their picture in the yearbook
can come in on either day. The times will be
9 am to 12 pm and 1 pm to 4 pm.
V_)
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Into the Mystic
With so much going on...I hope you,ve all had a
chance to enjoy the Sunshine! It has been entirely
gorgeous lately (I hope it,s this sunny when a lot of us
visit Wanankena next weekend!). College Bowl was
great fun - good luck to the team (Know) going to Al-
bany to compete in a couple of weeks! The Morning
Munch was rather nice, too!
Please remember to keep Tuesday, Feb. 23rd
open...at 4:30 in Nifkin Lounge the Campus Climate
for Women presentation will be held. The following
days (Wed. and Thurs.) at noon, informal discussions
will be taking place in room 324 Bray - Everyone is
encouraged to come and talk or listen and definitely
Learn.
Oh yeah, the Spring Awards Banquet is fast ap-
proaching - so be prepared to get your tickets early
(before Spring Break or before they sell out)! It's go-
ing to be a Wonderful time - so keep an eye out for
more details in the Knothole and on posters around
campus.
These are days to remember - so have fun and do
what you can to make a difference!
Take Care and Remember to Smile,
Ron Casey - Pres. of USA
P.S. Earth Day is coming...what is ESF going to do???
News From Kappa Phi
Salute!!! or in other words, hello. Well, we had a
great or should I say interesting weekend down here
in the park. First I would like to offer my congratula-
tions to our new pledges. Thanks for your interest
and I hope you all make it. We had our annual inter-
fraternity football game on Superbowl Sunday. As
usual, the third floor won, and the second floor limped
away licking their wounds. Right Cable? Actually,
this year the score was close due to the adverse weath-
er conditions. The second floor,s star player, Shack,
was hampered during the game by a constant barrage
of snowballs which affected his concentration. Roost-
er was a rushing force while Razor did...nothing. On
the third floor, inspiration was drawn from cotton
hands Julio as well as our heavily armed offensive
line consisting of Bloke, Puff, and Flounder. I,
welL.blocked. The key play of the game came when
Spiny recovered a hand off and was hog piled to the
sky. Great game everyone.
Aside from the athletics displayed on the park,
Kappa Phi had some other athletics off the field. In-
door/outdoor Snowball toss
, Forger wrestling, Door
boxing, Door relay races, Door toss, Three man bar
chair race for safety and the Sonic challenge. The
Kappa Phi fitness is really improving. Keep it up
boys.
Upcoming events will be the Blood Drive organized by
Kappa Phi Delta. This event will start soon, and everyone
who can is encouraged to give. Posters will be up around
campus and sign up will be in front of Marshall Auditorium.
Well, that's it for this week.
Live in the now!!!
Smolt
Gamma Delt's News -









We hope you are looking forward to a great semester! A
special thanks to everyone who came out to learn more
about Gamma Delta Theta. We are really excited about
having a Gamma Pledge Class.
The sisters of Gamma Delta Theta are presently getting
ready for Valentine's Day. Dare to be different and pur-
chase a rose/condom-a-gram on sale February 10th, 11th,
and 12th in Marshall Foyer. Show someone special you
care while being AIDS aware! The flowers are $3.00 and
will be delivered within the campus area on Valentine>s
Day.
We are getting ready for Dance Marathon. This will be
our second year dancing. Last year we raised over $3,000.
Our partners this year are KDR (Kappa Delta Rho). All the
money raised will go to the Muscular Dystrophy Associa-
tion. It is a great cause and we have a lot of fun dancing for
32 hours straight. So far, we have put on a fabulous show-
ing during the preparation events.
I would like to thank our Pledge Educators, Jodi and
Jenn. for all the work they did preparing for initiation
weekend. It wen great! In addition, Jen H., now that you
are 21, you no longer have to dance in the corner of
Chucks! Make the most of it!
I am happy to say many of the sisters made the Presi-
dent's List for the Fall 1992 semester. Great job Gamma
Delt's! This is my last week writing for the Knothole.






What is it?? Details ahead...
|_February 10.1993_
Undergraduate Student Association Elections
As you have seen the posters on campus, I figured
you
'd like to know what all the fuss is about. Every
Spring semester the Undergraduate Student Associa-
tion and the Graduate Student Association have their
annual elections. The officers in these positions were
elected by, YOU, the undergraduate and graduate ESF
students. The GSA will have their ad in this week's
Knothole as well. The USA responsibilities are varied:
working in the campus Small Stores, arranging the
Spring Awards Banquet, reporting to students the many
topics discussed by the Board of Trustees, coordinating
the TG,s, Morning Munchies, and Dances, managing
Wanakena Winter Weekend
, and preparing a yearly
budget for these events through the activity fee you pay
each year.
Some of these activities are coordinated through the
students. However, did you know that faculty and staff
assist us in many of the events we attend? Well, they
do, and most of the time we couldn't have many of the
events if it weren't for their help. So, you see, you
don't just work with your peers, but your professors
and staff as well.
What positions are open? The Executive positions,
the Senior Class Chairperson, and the Senior Represen-
tatives for all programs of study. The following is a
brief outline of what each position entails:
The President attends all meetings, appoints commit-
tees
, and writes a weekly column in the Knothole,
many times alerting other students to what occurred
during the previous week's meeting. The President
also maintains a journal for future Presidents and is the
main information source for USA events and activities
.
The Vice President supervises the fall and spring
elections
, and chairs the Nomination Commitee. The
person also replaces the President when the President
resigns or is ill.
The Second Vice President manages Small Stores
which includes inventory, ordering products, and keep-
The Knothole
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ing the store open as schedules permit. The Second Vice
President is the Parliamentarian of the Council and chairs the
Constitution Review Committee.
The Treasurer directs the payment of money, chairs the Fi-
nance Committee, and prepares a yearly budget for the USA
funds.
The Secretary keeps a record of all the meetings, conducts
correspondence, and publicizes the minutes making them ac-
cessible to all students. The Secretary chairs the Records
and Supply Committee as well.
The Social Chairperson manages the social affairs of
USA, keeps a record of Nifkin reservations, and keeps a file
of preparations to assist the next Social Chairperson.
The Senior Class Chairperson represents the interests of
the Senior Class, manages any events the Senior Class may
have, oversees the selection of a gift from the Senior Class to
the college, presents the gift at Spring convocation, and
chairs the management of the December Soiree.
The ESF/SU Senators act as liaisons between USA and
Syracuse University's Student Government Association
(SGA). They attend all SGA meetings to represent the con-
cerns of ESF.
The Senior Representatives communicate the needs of
their class and curriculum to the Council
, and assist their
class chairperson.
Each person in these positions also volunteers time in
Small Stores. If you'd like to help with social activities, hold
a position of prestige, or manage an event, come to a meeting
in Moon Conference Room
, Monday nights at 5:30 pm. Or
you can come to 'Meet the Candidates Night,. Wednesday,
February 24 in Nifkin Lounge at 7:30 pm. This is THE time
to meet the students who will fill the above positions and de-
cide what to do with your money. So, come join us and de-
cide if they're qualified. Your vote will count on March 1 -
3; look for posters for more information. Letters of intent for
any of the above positions will be taken until February 24;
we will accept letters of intent after the meeting. You can
drop them off in 110 Bray or put them in the 1st VP's mail-
box in the basement of Bray.
Get involved now and have fun. DON,T MISS OUT!
Student Member of the Board of Trustees
What is all the fuss about this position? The position is an important one for this campus. The Student Member at-
tends the Board of Trustees meetings and is invited to state the concerns of ESF students. The position is open to any
undergraduate or graduate student at ESF and is intended to give the ESF students a chance to be heard by the Presi-
dent of the College, as well as faculty members and others. The Student Member reports to the Undergraduate Student
Association Council the topics discussed during the meetings and organizes college-wide Open Forums.
If you,d like to run for this position, or if you're curious about who is running, there will be a tMeet the Candidates
Night; on Wednesday, February 24 in Nifkin Lounge at 7:30 pm. This may be the only chance you will have to meet
the student whose voice will be heard by the ESF Board of Trustees. This event happens only once a year and the posi-
tion lasts until next spring.
So get involved and let your voice be heard.





is looking to support your research.
If you are an EFB undergraduate or graduate, and
have a paper you have published (or plan to), and
would like to show a synopsis of your work, we will
provide space for you in Illick Hall.
Leave a message for Bill Kosciolek in the TWS
mailbox, 242 Illick, or call x-6743.
Interested In Speaking at
The Spring Awards Banquet?
On Thursday February 25th at 5:15 pm a contest
will be held to determine which student will be
able to speak at the banquet, to be held on March
19th. Each participant will be required to give a
brief section of their speech on the events theme
"Season of Change."
Those interested, or with questions can contact
Mike at 442-6809, or sign up in 110 Bray Hall. If
the time is inconvenient for you, other arrange-














for Attitudes, Values & The Environment course-
EST 496 - American Environmenlalism
, by Petula $20
for Environmental Communication course- CMN 531 -
The Communication Handbook: Techniques and Tech-
nology, by Agricultural Communicators in Education -
_
 $15 Call 423-3649
_
y
The Association for Women in Science (AWIS) held a
meeting February 3, 1993 in which forty women attended.
The meeting focused on a panel discussion on balancing
your career with your "other life." On the panel were Dr.
Beth Williams, a biology professor at LeMoyne College,
Dr. Sue Anagnost from Wood Products, and Sally Webster
from SUNY CESF. The panelists shared personal experi-
ences which demonstrated the juggling act between career
and "other things" such as partners, children, and parents.
The mentoring booklets were also distributed to women
who attended the meeting. If you are interested in becom-
ing involved with AWIS or learning about the mentoring
activities
, contact Sally Webster (470-6913) in Moon Li-
brary or Lesley Johnson (443-5520) for more information.
for Sale













, AND SOCIAL CHAIR FOR 1993-1994
NOMINATION FORMS ARE AVAILABLE IN MOON
LIBRARY AND WILL BE ACCEPTED UNTIL FEB 24TH
ELECTIONS WILL BE HELD IN MARCH
SEND COMPLETED FORMS WITH PHONE #,S TO
JOE CORNELL 301 ILLICK HALL
So please tell
your friends




Morning Munch Thanks To:
Tammy, Tom, Jimmy, Win, and anyone 1
overlooked. Great signs Laurene! Hope eve






IHIira MAKM ON WSHDKTON
Attend the March on Washington on April 25,
. Bus trip and one night stay (Saturday,
4/24/93) at Stouffer Concourse Hotel, near
Metro. Bus leaves Syr. Saturday morning,
returns Sunday night.
. Cost of $75.00 per person. Occupancy of four
persons per room.
. Sponsored by S.U. Lesbian and Gay Graduate
Collective.
SIGN IIP IN 110 BRRY
BY THE 17TH IS
REQUIRED!
. Deposit of $25.00, balance due by March 1
Contact George at 472-7018.
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JBooft Review
Stay off the Ice
by Laura Harris
I admit it. I decided to read the book because of its cover. Hey, it looked interesting. What can I say? Unfortu-
nately, little after roughly the first chapter is as worthwhile. So, why did I keep reading, you ask? Well, my fatal flaw
is that I hope, and in this case, I hopedthat the tide would turn and the joke would end and the REAL writing of an au-
thor who's written many famous books would emerge. HA!!!!!!!
Piers Anthony and his co-writer for this endeavor of Through The Ice. Robert Kornwise, were consistent however,
and wrote the entire book with simple words and ideas. They strove to get each joke through to the reader. Each twist
in the plots thin thread; each usage of the elemental themes was drilled repeatedly into my head as I read. The book
came quite close to annoying me in the way it so blatantly spelled everything of the author's ideas out to me, and left
nothing to my imagination.
After having an actual and feasible personality, Rame, one of the book's main characters, disappears into the abyss
of two dimensions. He is not alone in this shallow state, however. He joins Vidav, the flat persona of the great physi-
cal strength of the novel, and virtually all the characters other than Seth and his almost-significant other, Tirsa. Onto
these two main characters falls all of the importance of the plot's jouney, all the intelligence and any deep emotions
(beside fear) that ever is conjured onto this book's pages.
Although the entire book is painfully centered around Seth and Tirsa, there are other 'folk' in the story line. One
can not exclude Seth's friend Rian from the credits (the spelling of his name alone should get him there). Rian has a
small three minute walk-through part in the beginning scene, but is of major importance due to his enthusiasm for
fighting. He is also used to emphasize Seth's strengths, such as his happiness for who he is, and his strength of char-
acter at a party where Rian is overeager at the idea of acceptance by the 'in, crowd. Rian also emphasizes Seth's abili-
ty with the martial arts, and gives him chances to show his calm and logical thought process. Brieght of the Fleigh's
(another good name) also is used to show Seth's basic values and loyalty.
The two helpful sorcerers encountered, Wen Dell, and Rightwos, seemed to have been incorporated only to give
gifts to the story's heros. There are rest stops in the jouney. To that extent they fit well into this Dungeons and Drag-
ons story type, but when the authors included Wen Dell's personality struggle as to whether to join society or not, they
stretched their creative ability too far. Perhaps they felt magical enough to create a person from underdeveloped
depth. It didn't work due to the inability to get something from nothing.
The only other character worth mentioning is Nefarious. He was the evil sorcerer of Earth Plane 4. Although he
was a mediocre adversary of Seth's, his fame lies in another area. Nefarious, credit comes from (yes) his name which
has the most syllables of any word in the entire book.
My favorite line, and one that seems to sum up the story's theme is: "WHEN A THING KILLS YOU, ...YOU DO
TEND TO BE WARY OF IT." Well, although this book did not kill me either during or after its reading, I am wary
of it. I recommend that others be wary also, unless they are after a few hours of action with very little thought.
&&UfHC1{HQ <TtfE 1992-1993
GSA GRADUATE STUDENT AWARDS
$200 PRIZE FOR OUTSTANDING TA, RA,
AND FOR PUBLIC SERVICE (PS)
NOMINATION FORMS MAY BE PICKED
UP IN MOON LIBRARY AND WILL BE ACCEPTED
UNTIL FEBRUARY 24TH
SEND COMPLETED FORMS AND LETTERS OF REFERENCE TO





...words and music - my only tools
communication
lets fall in love with music
the driving force in our living
the only international language
divine glory, the expression
the knees bow the tongue
confesses
the lord of lords, the king of kings."
- Andrew Wood (Motherlovebone)
These lyrics Always take hold of my emotions. Never
before has someone been able to describe the power of
song so incredibly. From the importance and necessity
of song in his own existence, to the Christ - like analogy
of music,s impact on our world, it is truly creative and
amazing. Somehow, Andrew has been able to make this
analogy - while still reassuring us that song is a most
magnificent gift FROM the Above (evident in the lower
case "1" and "k" in lord and king) - and through these
words sends it right back up there like a grateful
THANK YOU!
Perhaps I should go on now and write about An-
drew>s band, Motherlovebone (it's just that I,m blown
away by those lyrics!). The above excerpt is from the
song, "Man of Golden Words". The title itself explains
so much - the tangible value of Gold and its earthly
bounds as a most precious gift - all referring to
WORDS. In the beginning of the song, Andrew ques-
tions how life would be if he himself were a man of
Golden Words - if there was to be any life at all (think-
ing it is so far beyond him). Wow.
Anyway, Motherlovebone is just one of those rare
bands that makes a ground breaking album to always be
cherished. Here,s a little history...a few years ago, in
THE place to be (Seattle, of course, not nearly as popu-
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lar then as it is now), two bands were redefining the music
scene - Soundgarden and Motherlovebone (with Alice in
Chains soon to be coming up through the ranks). In 1989
Motherlovebone was signed by a small division of Ploygram
Records (Stardog Records) and cut a 5 song release entitled
Shine. Following that up with a full length release marketed
through the Polydor of Polygram, entitled as Apple in 1990.
This had the critic's praise and it was all about to break open
for them - except that Andrew Wood died later that year
from a drug overdose (how unfortunate and disappointing).
Then, later in 1991, some of the band members of Mother-
lovebone and Chris Cornell (Soundgarden) got together to
make an album dedicated to the memory of Andrew...alas,
Temple of the Dog was born. Somewhere a bit within and
after that time frame, the members of Motherlovebone also
hooked up with Eddie Vedder and became the outrageously
successful Pearl Jam. Since then
, due the success of the
Seattle Bands (although Nirvana shouldn,t really count since
they are relatively talent - less), the album Stardog Champi-
on by Motherlovebone was released. This album has all of
the music contained on Shine
_
and Apple (except the "Zanza-
bar" song on Shine
_
and a song previously unreleased, "Lady
Godiva Blues").
I originally was only going to tell you all how wonderful
Apple is but, I got a little carried away. Apple is a very con-
sistent album, using a mixture of abstract, catchy lyrics
(sometimes profound) and music that is ultimately refresh-
ing. The music ranges from softly played piano (backed by
acoustic guitar) to driving guitar (predecessor to what is
now changed into grunge) and talented mayhem. Containing
some of the prettiest ballads and catchiest upbeat music
around - this album is very well produced and is as smooth
as silk. Rare, indeed! Well, I would go into more detail but,
this is getting to be quite long - So I,ll leave you with the
question - "Is something called Motherlovebone really that
good?" (Yes, the answer is YES!). BTW, all other releases




Central New York Mycological Society
presents:
"Boletes of the Northeast"
by Ernst Both of the
Buffalo Museum of Science
on Thursday, February 25
at 7:30 pm in 127 Illick.
Boletes are fleshy, poroid
mushrooms and are unusuallly colorful.
Mr. Both is a nationally
recognized authority on boletes.
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Vitk each rising o| ike sun,
Tki nlc o| 1 i|"e as just Leginning,
5kow love and kindness today,
For tomorrow s ckance may ke lost.
Unknown
Still keeping with your resolution I see; nice to have
you aboard - just remember to keep your hands and feet
inside until the ride comes to a complete stop. In case of
emergency, oxygen masks will drop from the ceiling
and the seat cushion doubles as a flotation devise. We
will be encountering deep thoughts on the trip so you
might experience slight turbulence at times. Just keep
your seatbelt on, sit back and enjoy the ride.
Our first destination, childhood, a time where dreams
were made and anything seemed possible. As a child 1
dreamed of being a marine biologist. It wasn,t the mon-
ey, job status, or the places I could work that I dreamed
of, it was the animals. The strange creatures that swam
in and out of my dreams night. The dolphins whom I
hung tightly to as I was swept beneath the waves to a
place of magic and mystery, this is what I dreamed of
when I was young.
Now I have lost sight of that dream as I am constantly
being bombarded by what I have to do just to get a de-
gree. A degree that doesn,t guarantee anything and
makes no promises. Dreams have taken a back seat to
the cold reality that seems to whip around me each day.
At times, we all may have lost sight of what it was we
dreamed of so long ago, but I found out where dreams
still exist and are nurtured by many each day.
Not so long ago I was visiting my grandparents in
Florida when one day I was introduced to the next door
neighbor's grandson. Jimmy was his name and for a boy
five years old he seemed to be bursting with questions to
life. He asked me what I did for a living and I told him
that I was a student at ESF college and was studying to be
a biologist. He told me that he was going to be a marine
biologist when he grew up and he always dreamed of
swimming with Shamu, the killer whale at Sea World.
His next question still pokes at my conscience even today.
"What do I have to do to become a marine biologist,
" he
asked? After the first five minutes of explanation he
seemed totally lost. Maybe it was all the gen ed's I rattled
off that he would need to just get in to a program. Or it
could have been the add, drop, and scheduling process he
would surely be subjected to. It was all a foreign lan-
guage to him and I saw that even as a college junior I had
faded to see what the answer really was. I never did give
him an answer and the subject was quickly changed to
why the sky was blue.
I have spent a long time thinking about that question
and I think I might be able to answer it better now. You
see I think we all asked questions like that when we were
young, and the answers to those questions have somehow
brought most of us here to ESF. As you set this article
aside and go back to your busy day, I ask only this of you.
To take a moment to reflect on what it was you dreamed
of becoming when you were young and compare it with
what you are doing now. I hope for most it will be the
same but for those of you who have lost sight of what
your dreams were I hope it's not to late to find them.
If you have any trouble I suggest asking a child for
help, they seem to be the experts. Jimmy, I now can try
to answer your question. To be a marine biologist it takes
the following: A person young at heart not afraid to
dream, one who is willing to spend many hours at the
beach playing in the sand. Must be willing to go to many
aquariums and see many dolphin shows. Bravery and in-
genuity is important when you attempt to hold those clev-
er creatures in the touch tanks
, or attempt to capture the
fiddler crabs that scurry down the beaches. The desire to
read the many adventures of Jacques Cousteau, to don
your snorkeling gear and take the plunge into the foamy
surf. But most of all, you have to be willing to dream so
that when you're far away from the sea and a dorm room
seems to have become a tomb
, the sea is only a dream
away.





Please be sure the Registrar has your correct current
address. Important Commencement information is
coming!
It is about time to be think-
ing about where you are go-
ing to live next Fall. We are
looking for young women to
fill a beautiful and spacious
house.
Keep watching for an up-
coming informational meet-
ing, or call 423 - 8674
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Long-eared owl visiting ESF quad
by Amy E. Palmer
Before we all forget what fantastic attraction happened upon our quad
here,s some information on the Long-eared owl that most of us saw near
Marshall Hall. Long-eared owls (Asio otus) can be mistaken for Great-
horned owls (Bubo virginanus) because of their tufted feathers, usually re-
ferred to as "ears" or "horns". However
, these owls are of a much smaller
size, typically 13-16" in length, 6-12 ozs., with a wing span of 36-43". The
extensive range includes the U.S., except Alaska, S. Canada, and Europe to
Central Asia. This raptor is strictly nocturnal, residing in deciduous and co-
niferous forests, riverine forest, parks, and large gardens. Abundance is de-
scribed as rare or unknown in the Northeastern states because of its secretive
lifestyle, making it difficult to detect. Long-eared owls usually nest in old
nests of squirrels, crows, hawks, or other large birds. They commonly roost
in dense forest cover, and may be found in communal winter roosts. One
brood is normally raised but if there is an abundance of prey they will pro-
duce a second. Long-eared owls are known as one of the best mousers, since
small mammals constitute 98% of their diet
, although small birds, insects,
frogs and fish may be taken.
The question I pose is: although no "harm" was done to the owl physically,
was the amount of excited onlookers that congregated near the owl too close?
What right do we have to approach an animal in such close proximity, possi-
bly placing unneeded stress upon the animal?
Nature Notes
by Pete Tango
During these snow covered days when perhaps we spend more
and more time indoors staring into the eyes of a computer or pour-
ing over a book instead of being outdoors, I would like to share
with you observations from beyond the walls of school. I invite
anyone wishing to contribute animal sightings or notes from your
days in the field to please send their comments in for publication.
The idea is like that of the guest register at a wildlife refuge. After
your day in the field you can record your sightings and discoveries
during your outing. The information is available to other visitors
who are then alerted to the presence of flora or fauna present in the
area.
As an introduction, I would like to share with you my first time
sighting of a particular mammal, oddly enough observed on the
edge of the town of Liverpool, NY. It was February 3, 1993. As
you well know, we had just come through the coldest period of the
winter to date. The Seneca River is located behind our apartment
and was (and still is) frozen over from shore to shore. Early in the
morning, while looking out of the kitchen window onto the North
edge of the river, there stood a coyote staring out from the wooded
shoreline surveying our civilized landscape. We (Michele Maciorowski and I) quickly snagged up a pair of binocu-
lars. The coyote afforded us about a minute of viewing time while it stood on the river,s edge before bounding back
into the woodlands. Coyotes were absent for many years on the New York landscape,but now have distributed them-
selves throughout the state and expanded in numbers in many areas across the country. While I have often heard the
cries of coyotes in the mountains on an Adirondack night, or in my work along the coast of Virginia while nightlight-
ing for woodcock, I have never been afforded the luxury of seeing this elusive species until now. I hope the winter
holds many such treasured sightings for all of you.




Forecast <93: The Clinton Administration
by Darryl G. Murdock
So, Bill is in and George is out. Saxophones and rock
'
n> roll are in and country music is out. Busses are in, jets
are out. Private school is in, public school is out. But
what does that mean to us as average citizens? Should we
be content to merely watch this changing of the guard
without at least asking ourselves, so what? What can we
expect from this newly coronated administration, one that
is at once absorbed with self-professed idealism and is si-
multaneously aware of the limits on the ability of any bu-
reaucracy to effect substantial, sustained meaningful
change.
I'd like to offer a few hints as to what our new presi-
dent (and vice president) might have in store for us in the
months ahead. First of all, as most of us have heard, Pres-
ident Clinton plans to lift the ban on gays in the military.
Liberals squeal with delight while conservatives squawk
with dismay. Say what you will about the subject, it at
least will take large cajones to pull it off, irrespective of
the wisdom of the move itself. The Joint Chiefs of Staff
vocally disapprove of the matter. Look for Colin Powell
to step down as the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff
if he doesn't get to handle the matter in a way that he be-
lieves will allow the services to maintain "good order and
discipline."
Secondly, President Clinton wishes to renegotiate the
Strategic Arms Limitation treaty with Boris Yeltsen and
the Russian Republic. Look for the Ukraine to throw a
monkey wrench in the cogs of progress on this topic.
They have nukes and hence prestige, but no money. They
fear giving up their missiles would undermine their credi-
bility on the world stage. Unless there is substantial mon-
etary exchange for these weapons, they'll keep them,
causing Russia to balk at making any additional conces-
sions.
Thirdly, The NAFTA (North America Free Trade
Agreement) between the U. S., Canada and Mexico is a
topic of unending debate. Here, Clinton has, in principle,
supported this agreement, despite heavy pressure from en-
vironmental groups, unions and legislators who favor pro-
tectionist policies. Look for A1 Gore to head some sort of
task force to study the environmental and economic im-
plications of the agreement before Clinton becomes in-
volved.
Fourthly, Clinton will name a minority to be our new
attorney general, but it won>t be a woman. That is not to
say that there are no qualified women out there. Before
nominating Zoe Baird on December 23rd, Clinton had
asked two other women to accept the nomination. Both
refused. It is possible that he might go to the well again
to see if one of the previously asked women would
change her mind. But chances are, after seeing the grill-
ing Ms. Baird received, they will pass again. Look for a
Black or Hispanic male to be named to the post.
Fifthly, look for Hillary Clinton to compete with her
husband for the national spotlight with her new role as the
chair for the task force on health care reform. This ap-
pears to be the carrot in the somewhat Faustian deal many
be Knothole
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pundits claimed she made back during the campaign
when
, virtually overnight, she went from being a highly
visible member of the Clinton entourage to that of the sup-
portive spouse. Rumor was that she dropped out of sight
in exchange for a high level position once Clinton was
elected. Because of the anti-nepotism laws enacted in the
post-Kennedy era, she would have been suspect in any ca-
pacity other than one created expressly for her. Be that as
it may, she is bright, capable and very aware of her own
personal identity. Look for her to revel in her new-found
position of power and to show her true colors.
Sixthly, we have a problem in our country. We spend
too much. In fact, we spend much more than we make.
At last tally, our federal deficit was $370 billion and is ex-
pected to top $400 billion this year. Our national debt, the
total of what the U.S. government owes is expected to top
$4 trillion this year, nearly 75% of our annual GNP. The
interest alone on the debt accounts for close to $302 bil-
lion per year. Right now this makes it the 3rd largest
component in the budget. If Congress does nothing, it
will be the second largest budget item by year's end.
Clinton has promised us economic prosperity without sac-
rificing entitlements. Currently, entitlements such as So-
cial Security, welfare, pensions, salaries, and the like ac-
count for about 61% of our annual budget. Defense - 28%
and falling. My math gives us about 11% for everything
else, including education, job training, infrastructure de-
velopment, space exploration, all of those things promised
to us during the campaign. And I haven't even included
the debt with these figures (it would be around 24% if we
were to include it in our budget). All of this and a bal-
anced budget without raising taxes on the middle class.
Good luck Bill. You'll need it. Look for Clinton to wait
until Halloween to invoke the spirit of Harry Houdini. It's
the only shot he has at getting himself out of the bind into
which he has promised himself.
Lastly, with the emphasis placed on A1 Gore as the
most influential environmental proponent on our political
landscape, pressure will once again be put on the president
to elevate the prominence of the EPA. All of the mecha-
nisms to do so are now in place: A VP with the requisite
background, a Democratic president, a Democratic Con-
gress, and a public seemingly willing to support the envi-
ronmental policies Clinton and Gore espoused dring the
campaign. Look for Clinton to make the EPA a full
fledged member of his "Reflection of America" cabinet.
Movies
A Brief History of Time 2/10,11 Watson Theater 8p
Bram Stoker"s Dracula 2/12,13 Gifford Aud. 7, 9:30 p
Transformers 2/12,13 Gifford Aud. 7,9:30
Night in The City 2/17, 18 Watson Theater 8 p
Trespass 2/19,20 Gifford 7,9:30
Flash Gordon 2/19,20 Gifford Aud. midnight free






















wherever 1 go you tremor in my soul
someday a lot of your memory
will fade out perhaps
but the tremor will remain immortal
we will never in reality sing the
eternal duet of love to each other
but is the craving of heart unreal?
is it an enormous royal palace dreamt
in darkness covered by a terror wind?
tide of time washed off a lot of message
I received once from beloved trees
yes, my nostrils eventually desensitized
to the smells of many favorite rivers
many times I confused one>s cheekbone
with another's glorified eyes
one
,s innocent face many times disappeared
under another,s thick toss of hair







A Slide show and lecture presented by Dr. Edwin
Ketchledge, Professor Emeritus.
Dr. Ketchledge will discuss ecological relations
of the unique vegetational communities found on the
alpine summits of the Adirondack High peaks region.
Tuesday, Feb. 23
5 Illick, 7 p.m.
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FOR SALE: Weider Proline Executive Trainer
(D630) in excellent condition, reasonable. Please call
Pat, Environmental Studies Dept - 320 Bray, or call
470-6528. Thanks.
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THE CANYON AND THE MIND
by Rich Rathbun
In April 1990,1 travelled alone to Arizona, primarily to check out a college I wanted to attend, but also taking the
opportunity to see the beautiful Arizona landscape I'd heard so much about. I'd never been farther west than St.
Louis, and I"d only seen pictures of the vast western landscapes. What follows is an account of the most powerful
outdoor experience I,ve had; it was a hike down the Bright Angel Trail in the Grand Canyon. Most of the emotional
content only emerged in retrospect; there was so much going on in my mind that it took some time to sort it out. I
hope my tale is as thought provoking for my readers as my experience was for me.
I set out at 7:30 from the hotel, arriving at the trailhead by 8:00. It was quite cool, the temperature having dipped
to 38 degrees overnight. I wore a flannel and a jacket over my T-shirt. Armed with a sandwich, a couple apples and
two quarts of water, I descended from the trailhead full of energy and anticipation. All the small features which 1 had
seen from afar the day before now were surprisingly large - the rocks, the scattered trees, the vertical drops on my
side, even the scrub bushes that covered the ground. It was easy to keep a fast pace, perhaps too easy; the steepness
of descent could lend itself to zipping right through and missing things. I made sure I took my time, and soon the sun
had warmed the air and sweat streamed from my pores with the exertion. I shed layers of clothing and stuffed them
into my pack, relishing the feel of the air on my moist skin.
Halfway between the trailhead and the river overlook (my destination) was a camp and rest area, Indian Gardens,
which was devoid of Indians but was certainly a garden. The Park Service had pumped in extra water, making a
small creek and a refill station for thirsty hikers. This additional water had significantly altered the vegetation in the
immediate area. Suddenly, in the midst of desert scrub, there were lush grasses, many more flowers, and shrubs and
trees not found locally; a designed oasis with a distinctly east coast feel. The sights, sounds and smells reminded me
strongly of my home and childhood.
Following the trail out of the oasis, I soon faced a sunny, dusty, hot, and mostly flat one-and-a-half mile journey
to the river overlook (Plateau Point). Approaching noon, the temperature was only around 70 degrees, but it felt
much warmer as the heat radiated off the ground and the sun beat down. This next section of trail was through rocky
scrubland, punctuated with beautiful wildflowers, tall, skinny, pole-shaped cacti, and scores of lizards. The river
overlook was a rocky flat, without vegetation, that stopped quite suddenly and became a craggy, 2000 foot cliff over
clear, emerald water, water such as I had never seen. The rapids below did not seem to move at first, then changed
only very slowly in spiralling, chaotic patterns; such was the height of my vantage point. I looked back whence I had
come: the trailhead was obscured by a corner of cliff, and the overall view was surprisingly green, not barren at all,
and incredibly imposing. I knew I had to walk back, and soon, uj) 4000 feet with endless switchbacks. It was then I
felt so small, so human, a dwarf among giants. Such a vivid impression of physical scale: we, the puny individuals,
diminished almost to invisibility; even in aggregations dwarfed and rendered insignificant. But yet, our power as hu-
mans was evident, embodied, for example, by Indian Gardens. Using the elements at hand, we recombine them into
something utterly alien within the original context. We overcome our physical limitations with mental power, by vir-
tue of which we've persisted and expanded. But most of our works, viewed on a scale yet grander, seem again puny
and insignificant. They dissolve in the current of cosmic time, reducible to temporary aberrations.
On the way down, I had spent most of my mental energy taking in the landscape, judging features for beauty and
power, for uniqueness; trying to observe the life, its interactions, the whole scheme. Sometimes I felt like I was
viewing postcards ("God, that"s beautiful!"), other times like I was watching a nature show on TV ("I've seen those
critters doing that on Nature!"). But I still sensed the "otherness" of it; I was there, loving it, but not immersed to the
depths of my being. I was still a tourist, still sightseeing; a traveller on the land, not iji it.
On the way out, getting more and more tired, I began to feel more primitive, more a part of everything, more inte-
grated. It was me against the trail, but more than that, it was me and the trail, the landscape, giving and taking. The
steepness which had so aided my descent now taunted my legs, beckoning me up and then punishing the soft, civil-
ized muscles for having the audacity to repsond. Every few hundred feet, it became necessary to stop, my heaving
chest grabbing for air. As I drank sparingly from my dwindling water supply, the dusty trail drank eagerly of my
dripping sweat. Each rest became an opportunity to look long and hard at the immenseness enveloping me; I knew as
I was leaving it that it would never leave me. I thought of the native people who once lived there, their treks through
the rugged terrain, their beliefs in sacred places, their trials of survival in a desert, their knowledge of what to use and
how to use it. Perhaps I was there, then, and part of me still remembers. Passing through the endless strata of rock,
one wonders at the stories they might tell; what struggles between what creatures, resolved in what ways? Their mis-
takes are buried in there - the record of ages past, of lives lived and cycles cycling. I once heard it said that we are
just a "skin irritation" to the Earth; indeed, our damages and mistakes will be absorbed, reprocessed and reemployed
long after we,re gone, swallowed and digested, resurgent later in a somewhat different but equally viable form. Fu-
ture beings visiting the Canyon may wonder about us, perhaps assessing their place in the exposed history before
them. This psychic cycle is the Canyon's mind, contained in the Earth
's mind, and containing ours. It talks to ours si-
lently but clearly; it teaches. Dare we learn?
The beer tasted especially good at the end of my intense psychophysical journey.
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Then you should come to the next EARTH DAY COMMITTEE meeting.
WED. FEB
. Itlth 5:00 lllick 5 - Recycling Club meeting to follow.
The time has come to recognize those
select few who will be honored at this year,s
Spring Awards Banquet. Think about the
professors, staff, and students
who have made your experience at ESF
truly educational and rewarding.
Nomination forms will be available
in the Knothole, 110 Bray and Moon foyer.
Robin Hood Oak Rrnard
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Calendar of Events
Wednesday. February 10
Alpha Xi Sigma Honor Society meeting in Marshall 111 at 5:00 pm
Rifle Club meeting in Moon Conference Room from 5-6 pm
Recycling Club meeting in Nifkin Lounge at 5 pm
Wildlife Society meeting at 6 pm in Marshall 319. Jeanne Hickey discusses the Biology and Life History of the Black
Tern in NYS
Tuesday. February 16
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CUTE & FUNNY by Lesley Johnson
